
FRESHBOXX

Key Operational Advantages 

No power requirement: FreshBoxx containers are lined with high performance, low temperature insulation and food grade fiberglass 
reinforced plastic. This design minimizes temperature loss of transported cargo to just a few degrees over a 72 hour period, without any 
mechanical refrigeration.

• Minimal conductive or convective heat gain inside a FreshBoxx.
• The sealed FreshBoxx protects the quality of meats, fruits and vegetables.
• Eliminates the costs involved with maintaining generators and reefer containers.
• Eliminates the costs incurred by fuel pilferage.

Highest security against theft: CakeBoxx, the innovative “No Doors” intermodal cargo container technology that raises the bar for cargo 
security. Once a FreshBoxx container is sealed, nothing gets in or out.

Logistics efficiency: Improving your logistics flow minimizes turnaround time and overhead involved with your products. Lowering costs  
and delivering a strong competitive advantage.

• Like a flatbed trailer, you can load and unload from all sides. Faster and with more ease.
• Maximize the loading capacity, no lost space due to poorly fitted items.
• Pick and pack operations can benefit from loading directly to open decks.
• At the cold storage facility,  the entire  FreshBoxx can be lifted off  the trailer  and placed inside the controlled atmosphere  

environment. For fragile products in a quality conscious cold chain, this means less bruising and a longer shelf life.

Easy to open and inspect: Once the lid is lifted, contents are completely exposed for inspection by customs and authorized personnel.  
Nothing is more than four feet away from an inspector who can verify manifests, scan, sniff, and visually assess the entire cargo without  
needing to move it.

Nationwide support network: Through our partnership with DELBROS Leasing, you can benefit from nationwide support in financing,  
rescue, maintenance, and positioning.

Key Cost Advantages

Generator
Php 400.00 Unit Rental
Php 40.00 Daily Maintenance
Php 3,200.00 Daily Fuel Cost

Php 3,640.00 Per Day

Reefer Container
Php 1,500.00 Unit Rental
Php 40.00 Daily Maintenance

Php 1,540.00 Per Day

Run your numbers to see how the 
FreshBoxx can benefit your business!

*Fuel Costs were computed @ 4 liters per hour @ 16 hours a day @ Php 50.00 per liter

 

www.cakeboxx-technologies.com


